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ABSTRACT
Harmonic dictation is one of the most challenging topics in the aural skills curriculum.
Consequently, researchers have identified sub-skills associated with success in ear-training.
Among these are development of audiation skills, understanding of functional harmonic
progression, and scale degree resolution. The PASS Method teaches chord quality through a
four-step process of playing, audiating, singing, and solving the voice-leading paths in common
tonal resolutions. This method was examined in a quantitative study of 52 freshman ear-training
students in which a control group studied seventh chords through the traditional, Arpeggiated
Method and an experimental group used the PASS Method. The experimental group performed
better than the control on the whole, and the PASS Method was particularly effective for chordal
instrumentalists.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
The Purpose of Ear-Training
Why teach ear-training? The general purpose for an ear-training course is to reach every
musician to develop the "understanding ear and the hearing mind" and to connect this
understanding to musical experiences outside the classroom.1 Every musician must possess aural
skills, and the trained ear and mind are prerequisite to any outward manifestation of
musicianship through an instrument or voice. According to Herbert Spencer, "Mental perception,
that is, our accumulation of musical knowledge, is the basis for our musical activity. It is the root
of our means of communication."2 Whether a student wishes to pursue performance,
composition, theory, conducting, production, or education, "ear-training is the fundamental
element of [their] ability to function."3 Music exists in sonic form, and so it is essential for a
musician to assign meaning to musical events solely by hearing them. Anything less—such as
relying on written music with no ability to audiate—is arriving at music through non-musical
means. Such development rarely occurs without focused and intentioned instruction. This is why
ear-training courses are in the core curriculum for all collegiate music students and is a valuable
addition to any music instruction.

1

Michael R. Rogers, Teaching Approaches in Music Theory: An Overview of Pedagogical Philosophies,
2nd ed (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2004), 100.
2

Herbert S. Spencer, “Ear Training in Music Education,” Music Educators Journal 33, no. 4 (February
1947): 46, https://doi.org/10.2307/3388378.
3

Spencer, 46.

1

Sound with Meaning
Developing the ability to assign musical meaning to sounds cannot be accomplished in
passing, but must be explicitly taught. Spencer classified sound as being psychological in nature,
as aural sensations which do not produce an absolute reaction but must instead be contextualized
to have meaning.4 For example, a theory professor would react negatively to hearing parallel
fifths, while the same sound may please a piano tuner who is testing his or her work. This is to
say that, while a healthy and focused ear may be able to adequately hear given musical activities,
the musician will not be able to turn this hearing into an effective and meaningful interpretation
without careful education, training, and practice. Ultimately, the goal of the ear-training
instructor is "to promote a maximum of purposeful music translations."5 In dictation work
specifically, the ultimate goal is to create a listener who is able to discern meaningful patterns
from sound.6
Inter-Connected Instruction
"Behind all good teaching in ear-training . . . lurks the assumption that sounds should
always be presented and heard in relation to other sounds."7 Ideally, ear-training should never be
taught in isolation from other music study, including written music theory and performance
instruction. A critical goal for instructors is to teach in a comprehensive manner, relating every
concept to real musical experiences as much as possible. The most important skill of

4

Spencer, 44.

5

Spencer, 46.

6

Rogers, Teaching Approaches in Music Theory, 100.

7

Rogers, 109.

2

musicianship is to place individual musical events within larger musical contexts. Instructors
should keep this in mind as they teach ear-training because this skill empowers a student to grow
musically. Ear-training courses should provide students with the tools to become independent,
intelligent thinkers. "Ear-training programs ultimately show their worth in their ability to teach
students how the listening process itself operates."8 Therefore, at the end of an ear-training
program, students should be able to think independently and critically about the musical events
they encounter outside the classroom.
Statement of the Problem
Music theory and aural skills courses have presented considerable challenges to educators
and students for decades. Developing the "understanding ear and hearing mind" is one of the
most challenging undertakings for a music instructor.9 Reaching many students with varied
skills, interests, and abilities is difficult on its own. Add to that teaching an abstract subject, and
the task becomes exponentially challenging. Teachers are unable to physically assess their
students' thought-processes and therefore must assess through outward means. Challenges arise
in designing assessments that accurately judge student ability, as there are many possible internal
points of failure which lead to wrong answers.
Research has shown that this problem is widespread and, for many, has lasting
implications. In 1981, Carolyn Livingston surveyed 58 University of Florida music majors on

8

Rogers, 102.

9

Rogers, 100.

3

their preparedness for theory and aural skills.10 Each survey participant indicated in which of 14
areas they felt well-prepared to enter college. Only 10.3% of students reported feeling wellprepared for the harmonic dictation component of their aural skills courses.11 A study at
California State University at Fullerton showed that “many music majors are not able to perform
adequately in the major components of freshman theory: written work, sight reading, ear-training
and keyboard harmony."12 Historically, struggles in music theory and aural skills can lead to
“theory phobia” and affect graduation rates.13 This was demonstrated in a 1972–1976 study at
Eastman School of Music that showed how 37% of students in remedial theory did not
graduate.14
Statement of Purpose
This project is designed to test the efficacy of the PASS Method in teaching harmonic
dictation of seventh chords in comparison to the traditional method of arpeggiation. This study
assesses various demographic factors among the participants and is designed to examine how
different teaching methods reach music students of varying specialties. The results of the study
will inform the Liberty University School of Music faculty as they continue the development of

10

Carolyn Livingston, “The Role of the Private Instrumental Teacher in Preparing Music Students for
College Theory,” American Music Teacher 31, no. 6 (1982): 14–16.
11

Livingston, 14.

12

Carolyn Livingston and James Ackman, “Changing Trends in Preparing Students for College Level
Theory,” American Music Teacher 53, no. 1 (2003): 27.
13

Judith Bowman, “Bridging the Gap: Preparing Students for College Music Theory,” Music Educators
Journal 73, no. 8 (1987): 50, https://doi.org/10.2307/3400244.
14

Bowman, 51.
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their ear-training curricula and will serve as a resource to other ear-training curriculum
developers as well.
Significance of the Study
This study aims to advance the field of Music Theory Pedagogy by evaluating the relative
effectiveness of two harmonic dictation teaching methods. This research is designed to assess
which method is most effective for students of varying majors and primary instruments. The
results of this study will support future research in the field. Information found through this
project may be used in the development of ear-training curricula.
Research Question and Sub Questions
After consideration of the problem, this study has been designed to determine if—and
under what circumstances—emphasizing voice-leading and audiation in aural harmonic
instruction could be more beneficial than the status quo. The research question that will guide
this project is as follows: what impact does the PASS Method have on aural recognition of
seventh chords in freshman ear-training courses? Sub-questions to support this research question
are: (1) would the student's major impact the efficacy of the PASS Method in freshman eartraining courses and (2) does the student's primary instrument impact the efficacy of the PASS
Method in freshman ear-training courses?
Hypothesis
If freshman musicianship students are presented with the PASS Method rather than
standard ear-training methods, then their ability to analyze and correctly identify seventh chords
will, on average, be significantly better than those using standard methods.

5

Definition of Terms
Ear-Training
Sight-singing and dictation are two sides of the same ear-training coin, and ear-training
courses emphasize these two areas with the effort of developing the "understanding ear and
hearing mind."15 The "understanding ear" is a representation of the dictation element of eartraining, and the "hearing mind" corresponds to the translation of music notation to audible
music through sight-singing.
Harmonic Dictation
Harmonic dictation is a term used in music theory that refers to the process of a student
recording, typically on paper, the harmonies played on a recording or by the instructor (often at
the piano). Students may also be asked to provide bass and soprano lines as part of the dictation
and may be asked to label harmonies in a variety of ways including quality, function, and
inversion.16 Dictations are given in a controlled learning environment with a finite number of
listening attempts provided to the students. It is not uncommon to include the voice in the
development of harmonic understanding. Since the voice is a melodic instrument, there are two
options for an individual to implement this: singing vertically (arpeggiating) and singing
horizontally (voice-leading). With the exception of Musicianship for the Christian Musician, all
ear-training texts that the author assessed present a vertical method, or no method at all.17

15

Rogers, Teaching Approaches in Music Theory, 100.

16

Melvin Lucas Daniels and Robert V. Osmon, “An Investigation of the Effectiveness of Programed
Learning in the Teaching of Harmonic Dictation in a Beginning College Music Theory Course” (PhD Dissertation,
North Texas State University, 1964), 2.
17

John D. Kinchen III and Gabriel Miller, Musicianship for the Christian Musician (Liberty Music Group,

2018).
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Transcription
Transcription is distinct from dictation in that transcriptions (often taken from recordings)
are usually conducted independently and outside of the classroom. This removes limitations such
as time spent on the assignment and the number of listening attempts allowed.18
The Arpeggiated Method
The Arpeggiated Method is the term used for the purpose of this study to refer to the
traditional method of teaching harmonic dictation. This method emphasizes arpeggiating chords,
often with only a vertical focus on the harmonies. It is not focused on chord function, relation to
tonic, or proper resolution. The Arpeggiated Method allows for study of individual chord
qualities. Karpinski highly valued this practice, stating: "It is very profitable for musicians to
develop the skills involved in arpeggiating series of chords."19 Most instructional texts employ a
version of this method. Throughout Ear Training and Sight Singing, an ear-training curriculum,
harmonies are converted into melodies through sing-able arpeggios in many patterns and
inversions.20 Johnson outlines a detailed plan for singing arpeggiated harmonies and inversions.21
Klonoski recommends identifying solfege and singing arpeggiated harmonies to gain an
understanding of the melodic component of harmony.22 Solfège, Ear Training, Rhythm,

18

Gary S. Karpinski, Aural Skills Acquisition: The Development of Listening, Reading, and Performing
Skills in College-Level Musicians (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 128.
19

Karpinski, 180.

20

Maurice Lieberman, Ear Training and Sight Singing (New York: W.W. Norton, 1981).

21

Erik Johnson, “Practical Tools to Foster Harmonic Understanding,” Music Educators Journal 99, no. 3
(March 2013): 63–68, https://doi.org/10.1177/0027432112469539.
22

Edward Klonoski, “Improving Dictation as an Aural-Skills Instructional Tool,” Music Educators Journal
93, no. 1 (September 2006): 54, https://doi.org/10.2307/3693431.

7

Dictation, and Music Theory: A Comprehensive Course is limited in its harmonic instruction,
leaving most pedagogical choices to the professor.23 The exercises included throughout the text
list several notes with a direction such as "form and sing the V7 chord in root position and
inversions on the following notes."24 It is likely that the students would sing these as arpeggios or
however the instructor indicates.
Karpinski notes that the Arpeggiated Method may be impractical, particularly in hearing
progressions: "Arpeggiating chords as they are heard can become quite tedious and detailoriented and rapidly loses its practicality as harmonic rhythm increases. It does, however, have
the advantage of linking closely with the kinds of arpeggiation exercises practiced in some sightsinging curricula."25 This advantage would be less relevant if alternative singing exercises were
prominent in harmonic study.
PASS Method
PASS is a pedagogical tool first presented in Musicianship for the Christian Musician,
the ear-training curriculum currently in use at Liberty University.26 It stands for “Play, Audiate,
Sing, Solve” and teaches students to recognize harmonies based on voice-leading
contextualization. Students hear and then perform resolutions of each chord tone, demonstrating
their internalization of voice-leading principles for the given harmony. This method is described
in further detail in Chapter 3.

23

Marta Árkossy Ghezzo, Solfège, Ear Training, Rhythm, Dictation, and Music Theory: A Comprehensive
Course, 3rd ed (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2005), 113.
24

Ghezzo, 113.

25

Karpinski, Aural Skills Acquisition, 119.

26

John D. Kinchen III and Gabriel Miller, Musicianship for the Christian Musician, 38.
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Audiation
American music pedagogue, Edwin Gordon, coined the term audiation to describe the
"understanding ear and hearing mind" addressed in the discussion of ear-training. This
phenomenon (sometimes referred to as aural imagery) has been discussed by many both before
and after Gordon, but it was Gordon who named and described audiation in detail as part of his
Music Learning Theory.27 Gordon listed eight types of audiation, each including the internal
hearing of music. His succinct definition (emphasis in original): "audiation takes place when we
assimilate and comprehend [music] in our minds," establishing the importance of internally
understanding sound events.28 Gordon likened audiation to the word "music" if used as a verb.
He believed that for sound to become music, the listener is required to audiate and assign
musical meaning to the sounds.
The ability to audiate cannot be taught, but is part of an individual's natural musical
aptitude.29 However, audiation can be fostered and is an important component of musical
instruction. While Gordon did not equate music and language, he drew several parallels in order
to explain audiation.30 Listening to a language requires making connections, assigning meaning
to phrases and predicting what will come next. "Audiation skill empowers you to predict what
you will be hearing as you are attending to unfamiliar music."31 Audiation is distinct from

27

Edwin Gordon, Learning Sequences in Music: Skill, Content, and Patterns: A Music Learning Theory,
1997 ed (Chicago: GIA, 1997).
28

Gordon, 4.

29

Gordon, 4.

30

Gordon, 5.

31

Gordon, 12.
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imitation in that audiation is an independent, predictive process and an active response, whereas
imitation is dependent on remembrance.32 One type of audiation, notational audiation, is hearing
the sound of written music notation before it is performed.33 If, when playing from written
music, the musician does not hear the music before it is performed, then the player is not
musicing but instead is decoding.34 "Just as a calculator becomes a crutch for students who
cannot multiply or divide, so a musical instrument becomes a crutch for students who cannot
audiate."35
Stage 1
Stage 2

Momentary retention
Imitating and audiating tonal patterns and rhythm patterns and recognizing and
identifying a tonal center and macrobeats
Stage 3
Establishing objective or subjective tonality and meter
Stage 4
Retaining in audiation tonal patterns and rhythm patterns that have been
organized
Stage 5
Recalling tonal patterns and rhythm patterns organized and audiated in other
pieces of music
Stage 6
Anticipating and predicting tonal patterns and rhythm patterns
Table 1. Stages of Audiation.36
Table 1 outlines how audiation progresses from initial hearing and retention of music to
such a thorough understanding of musical syntax that a listener may predict tonal and rhythmic
patterns while hearing unfamiliar music. Audiation is beneficial to musicians in many contexts,

32

Gordon, 9–10.

33

Gordon, 8.

34

Gordon, 8.

35

Gordon, 11.

36

Gordon, 18.
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including composition (composing away from the piano or computer), performance practice
(including mental practice), and conducting (error detection).37 Composer Robert Schumann
equated good musicianship to this ability. "He is a good musician, who understands the music
without the score, and the score without the music. The ear should not need the eye, the eye
should not need the (outward) ear."38
Voice-leading
Sometimes considered synonymous with "part-writing," but for purposes of this study
referred to solely as "voice-leading," the music dictionary defines voice-leading as "the
component of counterpoint that recognizes each voice as an individual, horizontal melody rather
than a part of the resultant, vertical chords."39 Miller defines voice-leading as “connecting notes
to form musical lines,” and he often refers to voice-leading paths as the individual melodic lines
that result from moving smoothly from one harmony to the next.40 Voice-leading is a core
component of tonal music.41 Karpinski creates the distinction between a part and a voice: "a part
is a feature of the musical surface . . . a voice, however, is a theoretical construct. . . the
smoothest possible voice-leading from one prevailing harmony to the next."42

37

Kate Covington, “The Mind’s Ear: I Hear Music and No One Is Performing,” College Music Symposium
45 (January 1, 2005): 25, https://doi.org/10.2307/40374518.
38

Robert Schumann, Music and Musicians Essays And Criticisms, trans. Fanny Raymond Ritter, 5th ed.
(New York: Edward Schuberth and Co., 1877), 104.
39

“Part Writing,” in OnMusic Dictionary, n.d., https://dictionary.onmusic.org/terms/2483-part_writing.

40

John D. Kinchen III and Gabriel Miller, Music Theory for the Christian Musician, (Lynchburg, VA:
Liberty Music Group, 2018), 60.
41

“Part Writing.”

42

Karpinski, Aural Skills Acquisition, 126.
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Functional Harmony
Functional harmony is "a theory of tonal music that regards all harmonies as functioning
as essentially tonic, dominant, or subdominant harmony."43
TSDT
TSDT is an abbreviation of "tonic-subdominant-dominant-tonic," representative of the
typical functional harmonic progression from the tonic through subdominant and dominant
provinces, which finally return to tonic.44

43
“Functional Harmony,” in Merriam-Webster, n.d., https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/functional harmony.
44

John D. Kinchen III and Gabriel Miller, Music Theory for the Christian Musician (Liberty Music Group,
2018), 108.
12

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In order to place this study within the broader context of existing research, the following
literature review examines curricula, research studies, and other publications regarding harmonic
dictation, voice-leading, and audiation in the ear-training curriculum.
Section I. General Ear-Training
Rogers' Teaching Approaches in Music Theory: An Overview of Pedagogical
Philosophies45 is one of the earliest, most comprehensive texts for music theory instructors.
Rogers combines decades of experience to present information on the purpose and goals of
music theory, teaching philosophies, mind-training, ear-training, analysis, teaching techniques,
and curriculum design. Regarding ear-training, Rogers emphasizes singing or humming as an
important assessment tool. He also warns against assessing students on randomized harmonic
progressions, which "would seem to divorce the intellect from raw data, making the job of
meaningful listening harder, not easier."46 This a consistent theme in Rogers' writing; he
emphasized understanding the big-picture by combined use of the ear and mind.
Karpinski's Aural Skills Acquisition: The Development of Listening, Reading, and
Performing Skills in College-Level Musicians47 investigates the stages through which young
adults develop aural skills based on research in music perception and cognition. Karpinski was
also influenced by the Michael Rogers' work and addresses pedagogical strategies for ear-

45

Rogers, Teaching Approaches in Music Theory.

46

Rogers, 123.

47

Karpinski, Aural Skills Acquisition.
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training. The text is in two parts: (1) listening skills, and (2) reading and performing skills. This
text is a comprehensive resource for ear-training instructors.
In “Ear Training in Music Education,”48 Spencer classified sound as being psychological
in nature as aural sensations do not produce an absolute reaction but must instead
be contextualized to have meaning. Spencer expresses the importance of teaching tone quality,
rhythm, and improvisation. In Spencer’s view, these are critical components of ear training. He
believes it is the music teacher’s responsibility to give purpose to aural skills instruction,
specifically and intentionally developing the student musically.
“Elements Associated with Success in the First-Year Music Theory and Aural-Skills
Curriculum”49 reports on a study in which 156 first-year music theory and aural skills students at
the University of Missouri participated in a study designed to identify elements of their prior
education and musical experiences that were associated with success in their music theory and
aural skills courses. Findings from this study led the authors to suggest a course sequence which
introduces aural skills one semester later than music theory.
•

•

Factors associated with success in music theory
• High school class rank percentile
• American College Test (ACT) math score
• Prior experience with solfège or numbers
• Music major status
• Prior theory experience
Factors not associated with success in music theory
• Music theory diagnostic exam score
• Performing medium
• Chording instrument experience

48

Spencer, “Ear Training in Music Education.”

49

M Rusty Jones and Martin Bergee, “Elements Associated with Success in the First-Year Music Theory
and Aural-Skills Curriculum,” 2008, 24.
14

•

•

Factors associated with success in aural skills
• Music theory diagnostic exam score
• American College Test (ACT) composite score
• High school class rank percentile
• Chording instrument experience
Factors not associated with success in aural skills
• Prior experience with solfège or numbers
• Prior theory experience
• Performing medium
• Music major status
The study “The Role of Repetition in Aural Identification of Harmonic Sequences”50

evaluated effects of repetition in harmonic dictation by testing 72 undergraduate students at the
National University of La Plata in Argentina on progressions using primary triads. The
experiment included three tests of the same progressions on the same students. The results
showed that “the first presentation is a powerful image that influences the subsequent
identifications.” The study showed that only slight changes occurred in the correct and incorrect
answers throughout the repetition of the experiment. The significant change throughout was the
decrease of incomplete answers. Repetition was found to solidify whatever responses the
students initially gave, regardless of their accuracy.
“Computer-Based Recognition of Perceptual Patterns in Chord Quality Dictation
Exercises” 51 reports on a study at the University of Delaware where eighteen freshman music
majors were given a two-part test to assess achievement on assessing chord quality in open and

50

Isabel Cecilia Martínez, Silvia Malbrán, and Favio Shifres, “The Role of Repetition in Aural
Identification of Harmonic Sequences,” Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, no. 141 (1999):
93–97.
51
Fred T. Hofstetter, “Computer-Based Recognition of Perceptual Patterns in Chord Quality Dictation
Exercises,” Journal of Research in Music Education 28, no. 2 (1980): 83–91, https://doi.org/10.2307/3344816.

15

closed positions. Results of this study showed a high transfer rate between skills in identifying
harmonies in closed position and those in open position. Student ability in identifying closed
position chords was significantly increased after study of open position chords. Results also
showed that inversion led to confusions between major and minor chords and that augmented
and diminished triads were "almost exclusively confused with each other."52 Contrary to
expectations, the major chord in root position was found to be the sixth most difficult chord to
hear in closed position and the minor chord in first inversion was the most difficult to identify.
The study “Relationships Among Ensemble Participation, Private Instruction, and Aural
Skill Development”53 examined 164 young students by administering the Gaston Test Of
Musicality. This study “measured school band, orchestra, choir, and non-music students’ abilities
to aurally perceive aesthetic elements of recorded music.”54 The choir and non-music students’
scores were not significantly different. Band and orchestra students scored similarly and much
higher than the choir students. The results of the study showed that years of piano instruction
also had a significant impact on the development of aural skills.
In “Ear Training and Musical Understanding,”55 Kallander discusses how music students
may drill melodic intervals or harmonic progressions in their ear training courses and yet will not
have success in analyzing real repertoire by ear. She emphasizes the importance of timbral
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variety and score study in aural skills training. This will assist the student in retention of
knowledge. Score study will immerse the student in examples of excellent voice-leading. All of
this in combination will create an effective harmonic study which will be transferable and longlasting.
In “Improving Dictation as an Aural-Skills Instructional Tool,” 56 Klonoski proposes
several instructional practices for aural skills development at the pre-college level. These isolated
skills are designed as college-preparation and will later be integrated into synthesized dictation
exercises. Klonoski’s proposed tactics include: subvocalization, meter identification, key
context, harmony, tonal memory, and extractive listening. It is his intent that, through each of
these processes, the young musician will gain fundamental skills in an isolated setting. These
skills serve as preparation for complete traditional dictation exercises included in college-level
aural skills courses.
Section II. Audiation
This section assesses publications regarding the value of audiation, methods for
developing audiation, and examples of audiation included in ear-training texts. Learning
Sequences in Music: Skill, Content, and Patterns: A Music Learning Theory57 is a significant
contribution to the field of music education. Gordon examines how music is learned from
childhood through adulthood and presents the idea of audiation as an important precursor to
other music study.
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In “Audiation, Imitation and Notation: Musical Thought and Thought About Music,”58
Gordon discusses terminology surrounding the concept of audiation in this article with the intent
of clarifying what audiation is and is not. The term aural perception is distinguished from
audiation in that the former refers to sound that is physically present and the latter to sound that
is no longer such. Gordon also addresses the term aural imagery. He prefers to avoid the use of
imagery due to its close associations with the visual sense. Gordon also distinguishes between
audiation, memorization, and imitation. Memorization and imitation can both take place without
the learning and understanding represented by the term audiation.
In “An Alternate Approach to Aural Training,”59 Covington notes a wide-spread
disinterest in aural skills among college music students. She then calls for a change in the content
and/or methods of aural skills instruction. One of her first observations is regarding the relative
lack of teaching tools for dictation when compared to sight singing. Covington lists seven
practical aural skills which may be added to ear-training instruction:
1. An awareness of musical structure, both large-scale and small-scale
2. An awareness of intonation
3. An awareness of performance adjustments in small and large ensembles
4. A heightened awareness of shades of nuance in performance;
5. Ability to internally image music
6. Ability to represent heard or imaged sounds in notation and performance
7. Ability to sight read in several clefs60
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In “The Mind’s Ear: I Hear Music and No One Is Performing,” 61 Covington discusses the
many ways internal hearing can provide value to the musician. These include composition,
mental practice, and conducting. She presents several techniques for developing the inner ear
including singing a song in the mind, mentally memorizing new music phrase-by-phrase, and
transposing melodies in the mind. This represents one of very few publications outlining steps
for developing audiation skills, although most texts acknowledge its importance.
“Teaching and Using Audiation in Classroom Instruction and Applied Lessons with
Advanced Students”62 begins with the assumption that audiation, as a clearly defined, easily
understood concept is highly useful for aural skills instruction. This article presents teaching
methods for college sight-singing instructors and applied string teachers. The authors incorporate
audiation into sight-singing by instructing students to imagine a scale based on a starting pitch.
Later, students are encouraged to audiate melodies, beginning with simple, step-wise melodies.
The authors also outline tools for encouraging audiation in scales and arpeggios for strings
students.
“Measurement, Prediction, and Training of Harmonic Audiation and Performance
Skills”63 reports on research which has shown that young children benefit from learning
melodies with accompaniment rather than without. Even so, the curriculum for music education
majors does not reflect this by instructing college students in accompanying and audiating
harmonic accompaniment. This study assessed music major's abilities to harmonize melodies
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from both notation and recordings. The study also assessed eight independent variables and their
relation to harmonic audiation. The training program was successful in training music education
majors to audiate harmony. However, the subjects showed greater aptitude for harmonizing from
notated melodies, implying a reliance on visual notation when harmonizing. This demonstrates
the practical need for audiating harmonic progression and its conflicting lack of inclusion in
standard ear-training curricula.
“Connecting the Inner Ear and the Voice”64 discusses how complete musicianship may
be impeded at many different points. Once such point is that of connecting the inner ear to the
voice. This article focuses on taking existing audiation skills and connecting this knowledge to
sounding music accurately. The authors identify several tools for making this connection which
will be useful for choral and aural skills instructors. The authors emphasize the use of
subvocalization (or silent singing) in developing this connection. They outline thirteen steps to
include in choral rehearsal which use subvocalization as a tool to connect the inner ear and voice.
These steps center around identifying tonic, silently singing basic tonal-centering patterns,
subvocalizing the melody while the accompaniment is sounding, etc. When students follow this
process and stop to check for disparity between what they have heard internally and what they
have heard externally, the connection between inner hearing and the voice should develop well.
This is a useful remediation tool for students and can be used in conjunction with the PASS
Method as needed.
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Advanced Ear-Training and Sight-Singing65 is one of the only ear-training texts to
emphasize audiation in harmonic dictation. The following is an example of direction in studying
chord progressions in chorale texture.
•

I. Practice the following Chord Successions:
a. Play the entire exercise, listening to the character of the chords and inversions and the
effect of the semi-cadence.
b. Pause after each [ii]7, [ii]65 and V7 inversion and think the chord of resolution.
c. Read the exercise mentally.
d. Have each exercise dictated.66

Primary distinctions between this and the PASS Method is the emphasis on voice-leading paths
with the latter. Additionally, the Advanced Ear-Training and Sight-Singing does not include
singing, while the PASS Method does.
“The Influence of Tonal and Atonal Contexts on Error Detection Accuracy”67 evaluated
the error detection skills of twenty-one music education students at the University of Evansville.
The results of this study demonstrated that error detection was easier in tonal music (rather than
atonal) and when errors were chromatic. Timbre was also a factor in error detection, students
were able to more easily identify errors made by their primary instruments. Silent score study
was more effective than playing, singing, or listening, suggesting audiation is an important skill
for conductors.
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Section III. Scale Degrees and Voice-leading
Emphasis on scale degrees and voice-leading have been shown through the following
studies to have a positive impact on students' harmonic understanding. “A Comparison of Scalar
and Root Harmonic Aural Perception Techniques”68 reports on a study in which 100 middle
school students were tested with two harmonic recognition methodologies. The first method
included listening for individual scale degrees within a given chord; students determined whether
a chord contained scale degree seven or scale degree one. The second method emphasized
listening to the bass note of each chord and assessing the root movement. The two methods were
shown to be similarly effective for root position triads, but the scale degree method was
significantly more effective for identifying triads in inversion.
In “Contextual Ear Training,”69 Telesco calls for a shift away from interval study in eartraining curricula. He suggests that students have little need for mastery of random intervals;
rather, thorough understanding of scale degrees and key context are imperative.70 Telesco
advocates for a holistic approach in studying music theory and ear-training through a sightsinging heavy course of study with a scale degree emphasis. He proposes teaching intervals on
scale degrees (for example: minor seconds from ti to do, and mi to fa, and a minor sixth between
mi and do). Telesco also incorporates harmonic understanding through pairs of scale degrees,
such as an implied V in "ti-re."
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“The Guide-Tone Method: An Approach to Harmonic Dictation”71 presents a method
where students listen for scale degrees one or seven in each harmony during dictation. A chord
with scale degree one, being most likely a I or IV chord requires a second step to remove
ambiguity. This method couples the guide-tone assessment with a series of arpeggiations (do-misol, or fa-la-do) to make a more precise harmonic analysis. The authors acknowledge that this
method favors a vertical approach to understanding harmony but do not view this as cause to
avoid the guide-tone technique. They briefly mention how this tool can be expanded for seventh
chords and chromatic harmonies.
In the article "Symphonic Hearing: Mastering Harmonic Dictation Using the Do/Ti
Test,"72 the author begins with an example of students commonly misidentifying a V7 in third
inversion as a subdominant chord (ii or IV) due to scale degree four in the bass, and—in the
example given—scale degree two in the soprano. Even with an accurate transcription of the bass
and soprano lines, students can easily confuse a dominant chord with a subdominant chord. This
confusion is significant in terms of functional harmony. As a solution to this problem, Stevens
presents the Do/Ti Test as an updated extension of the guide-tone method. This method teaches
students to listen for either do or ti within a progression to help clarify harmonies that may be
ambiguous, as in the example of V7 in third inversion. This test can be expanded to include more
diatonic and chromatic harmonies.
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Sight-Singing and Ear-Training Through Literature73emphasizes scale degree
identification and resolution in harmonic dictation. One of the first lessons in harmonic
instruction asks students to "listen for the appearance of either the tonic or the leading tone in
each chord," and later to "hum . . . the tonic or leading tone . . . as each chord is played."74 In the
instruction of seventh chords the text teaches students to "sing the resolution of the seventh (4-3)
and of the third (7-1)."75
“Developing Aural Skills: It’s Not Just A Game”76 reports on an experiment at Oberlin
College Conservatory that broke away from traditional ear-training instructional tools by
including aural skills based games in the curriculum. One is designed to teach students the scale
degrees of the diatonic major and minor scales. Each scale degree is associated with a common
resolution. Students practice by singing a given scale degree and its resolution (ex: 4, 3, 2, 1; or
6, 7, 1; or 5, 1, 5, 1).77 This game teaches the beginnings of voice-leading outside specific
harmonic or paradigm labels.
“Effects of Sequencing, Classifying, and Coding on Identifying Harmonic Functions”78
reports on a study, conducted at the Hartt School of Music, which assessed 48 college eartraining students across four classes. Two classes were taught with an inductive method and the
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other two with a deductive method. One of each type was taught with a scale degree emphasis
for harmony identification and the other with root classification. Those in the scale degree
sections scored higher than their counterparts, further confirming that scale degree function is an
effective method for assessing harmonies.
In “Epistemology and Procedure in Aural Training: In Search of a Unification of Music
Cognitive Theory with Its Applications,”79 the authors refer to their study at the University of
Kentucky in which keyboard and aural skills were integrated as a method of improving dictation
skills. Students were not asked to dictate what they heard. Rather, they were instructed to focus
their attention on listening to specific lines of the music (melody, countermelody, bass line, etc.)
and then to play the single line along with the recording on a keyboard. In this study, the
keyboard was set to a different timbre than the original recording, and the students immediately
compared their playing to the original. This activity was then expanded to include students
playing harmonies at the keyboard along with the recordings. This led to diverse student
responses and allowed for conversations regarding harmonic rhythm and allowed for other
creative instructional possibilities. This tool was well-received by the teachers and students. This
study was unique in both its inclusion of the keyboard in dictation and its emphasis on individual
musical lines.
“Identifying Successful Dictation Strategies”80 reports on a small study of melodic
dictation. Though this study focused on melodies and not harmonies, two findings are notable.
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First, students who recognized scale degrees had greater success than those who relied on
intervals only for dictation. Second, few students used knowledge of implied harmonies to
complete the dictations. Rather, they completed the melodic dictation through other means and
then were able to determine implied harmonies based on the written melody.
In “Teaching Voice Leading in Tonal Music,”81 the author emphasizes the need to
integrate the vertical and horizontal aspects of tonal harmony and warns against leaving harmony
and counterpoint as distinct subjects in the curriculum. When combined, these two concepts
describe voice-leading. This article calls for an increased importance on voice-leading in the
music theory classroom, as it is an essential component of tonal music and can also be a creative
pursuit rather than a chore. The author outlines a series of instructions for the written music
theory classroom whereby students may become familiar with voice-leading principles in
common progressions, root movements, and chord quality.
Section IV. The Arpeggiated Method
Since this study contrasts teaching methods based on voice-leading with those that focus
on arpeggiation, this section of the literature review examines curricula and articles with an
emphasis on arpeggiation. In Ear Training and Sight Singing,82 Lieberman introduces seventh
chords by identifying on which scale degrees they occur diatonically. For example, the minor
seventh is found on scale degrees 2, 3, 6, and, in minor, 4. The practice exercises singing each
minor seventh chord on scale degree numbers both ascending and descending, in each inversion.
As demonstrated below, this text frequently resolves an arpeggiated harmony to a scale degree
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from an appropriate resolution harmony. The ii7 harmony above is expected to resolve to V (with
scale degrees 5, 7, and 2), and this resolution is demonstrated in a few of the following examples:
•

Write the [ii]7 chord (2-4-6-8) in all major keys in the following patterns:
• 2-4-6-8;
• 8-6-4-2;
• 2-6-4-8, 5;
• 4-6-8-2, 2-8-6-4,5;
• 6-1-2-4, 4-2-1-6,5; 1-2-4-6, 6-4-2-1,7.83
In “Practical Tools to Foster Harmonic Understanding,” 84 the author identifies a problem

in harmonic dictation pedagogy due to the lack of well-developed strategies in this skill area. To
address this issue, he provides four tools and ideas for the instructor, primarily "a system of
singing arpeggiated chords to guide and increase student accuracy through harmonic dictation
exercises."85
Gary Karpinski's Manual for Ear-Training and Sight-Singing teaches students to sing
miniature progressions through the Arpeggiated Method. Seventh chords are first introduced in
root position; inversions are added several units later. Karpinski presents the seventh of a
dominant seventh chord as a melodic passing tone. Seventh chord qualities are taught in
conjunction with their diatonic function (Major-minor seventh built on scale degree five, minor
seventh built on scale degree two, etc.).
The text, Solfège, Ear-Training, Rhythm, Dictation, and Music Theory: A Comprehensive
Course,86 gives two general instructions for seventh chords. First, students are instructed to
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"form and sing the [seventh] chord in root position and inversions" to gain familiarity with the
interval patterns in each closed-position interval pattern.87 Second, students are encouraged to
"check the whole-tone distance of the chord" by listening for where the adjacency occurs
(soprano, inner-voice, or bass) to determine inversion in closed-position seventh chords.88
In the article “Scale Degree Function: A Theory of Expressive Meaning and Its
Application to Aural-Skills Pedagogy,”89 Larson discusses resolution tendencies for each scale
degree and presents a comprehensive set of three and four-note patterns following melodic
tendencies based on the principles of gravity, magnetism and inertia. These patterns can be
incorporated into an aural skills curriculum through a series of sixteen steps laid out in the
article. This is done with the intention of gaining familiarity with typical sequences and
resolutions of each scale degree, akin to voice-leading.
“Developing Aural Skills Through Vocal Warm-Ups: Historical Overview of
Pedagogical Approaches and Applications for Choral Directors”90 advocates for a purposeful
dual function of vocal warmups, combining warming of the vocal cords with the development of
aural skills. The author laments the lack of modal and rhythmic variety in current vocal warm-up
practice and suggests additions that will assist students in the development of their aural skills.
This integration of aural skills into existing choral practice is designed to increase the singer’s
overall musicianship through increased exposure, repetition, and contextualized learning.
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Specifically, the author includes an appendix which notates arpeggiated harmonies in major,
minor, and other modes for use as vocal warm ups in choral groups.
Section V. Computer-Based Instruction
This section discusses computer-based ear-training tools designed to improve student
dictation skill. “Computer-Based Recognition of Perceptual Patterns in Harmonic Dictation
Exercises"91 reports on a study at the University of Delaware which tested the GUIDO (Graded
Units for Interactive Dictation Operations) computer dictation system in seventeen freshman
music students. The study identified seven common harmonic confusions: "bass line confusions,
confusions of inversion, confusions of chord function, confusions of chord quality, unperceived
sevenths, unperceived roots, and favorite response confusions." The study also showed that
repetition led to increased correct responses.
In "Sound Investments. Patricia Howard Reviews the Uses of Computers in Harmony
Teaching, plus a Round-up of Educational Materials,"92 the authors evaluate the music education
technology, Harmony Space developed by Simon Holland. This program visually presents all
possible triads and gives the user creative freedom. Harmony Space can be used to gain
familiarity with harmonic progressions and functional harmony. Students can visually
comprehend their choice of harmonies and immediately hear the progressions of their choosing.
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Through this program, students are not limited by their keyboard performance abilities but can
experiment without restriction.
“An Effective Computer-Assisted Learning Environment for Aural Skill Development” 93
addresses several viewpoints in the appropriate sequencing of theory and aural skills study.
Additionally, the article evaluates the effects of computer assisted instruction (CAI). Killam
reports that CAI “has done little other than to automate poor pedagogical strategies[.]” She
describes general aural skills teaching methods as lacking in appropriate context and breadth.
The integration of computer technology into this system may magnify the weaknesses inherent in
the approach. To combat this issue, Killam describes how computer assisted instruction can be
sequenced to build skills and provide broader contextual understanding to students. The list
below is one of Killam's example learning sequences.
1. Present a performed example with complete soprano-bass contrapuntal relationships
displayed in traditional notation, asking student to complete cadential points of greatest
certainty.
2. Present examples as in No. 1, omitting important structural notes, with student
completing areas omitted.
3. Present complete example, with changes in written notation at important structural points;
student must use critical listening skills to mark points of difference between aural and
visual.
4. Present examples as in No. 3, with the student marking points of difference and then
changing visual to the presentation of aural.
5. Student writes significant notation for entire soprano-bass of example.
6. Example is used to present questions idiomatic to the instructional method of teacher.94
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This article emphasizes the need to break dictation down into sub-skills to make it more
accessible to students rather than encouraging mindless repetition which will solidify poor
strategies.
Section VI. Error Detection
Error detection is an essential skill for all musicians, particularly conductors and music
educators. The following research shows how ear-training and error detection are closely linked.
The study “Effects of Contextual Sight-Singing and Aural Skills Training on Error-Detection
Abilities”95 evaluated 30 undergraduate music education students at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and their ability to detect errors in student ensemble playing. The
experimental group engaged in sight singing exercises both of familiar tunes and ensemble
repertoire. The experimental group was able to identify more errors than the control. The
experimental group also made fewer mistakes (incorrectly assuming errors) than the control.
This study suggests that the development of aural skills in sight singing may improve a director’s
error detection ability.
The study “Relationships Between Melodic Error Detection, Melodic Dictation, and
Melodic Sight singing”96 included 72 junior and senior music majors at the State University
College at Fredonia, New York. These students were evaluated in the skills of error detection,
dictation and sight singing in diatonic, chromatic, and atonal music. Significant relationships
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“were obtained among nearly all task and subtask scores.”97 A higher correlation was shown
between dictation and error detection than between error detection and sight singing.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
Introduction
In consideration of the challenges facing ear-training students and instructors, the
research study, Harmonic Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training Courses, was designed to
assess the efficacy of teaching seventh chords through audiation and voice-leading. This
quanitative study assessed improvement in seventh chord recognition over six weeks of
instruction through use of pre-test and post-test. Additional information regarding the
participants was collected through a demographic survey. Copies of all recruitment materials and
study instrumentation are found in Appendices A–F.
Design
MUSC 108 Musicianship II
This study was set in the first six weeks of the second-semester ear-training course at
Liberty University, Spring 2019. The study ran from January 15–February 28, 2019. The
schedule is included in Table 2. This is part of a four-semester sequence of co-requisite music
theory and ear-training courses required for music majors (two semesters are required for music
minors). The Musicianship I and II syllabi course description reads: "Listening skills are
developed through rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic dictation. Skills are refined through daily
sight-singing and rhythm exercises from a variety of styles."98 In the first semester, students
studied harmonic dictation of intervals, scales, and triads; they also transcribed simple melodies
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and rhythms. In the second semester, students study seventh chords, harmonies in inversions,
secondary chords, mode mixture, syncopated rhythms, et cetera.

1/15

Recruitment, consent forms

1/17

Administer survey
Administer pre-test

1/22–1/26

Study Major-minor 7th and fully diminished 7th

2/7–2/18

Study minor 7th and half diminished 7th

2/19 - 2/25
2/26

Study Major 7th
Administer post-test
Debrief participants

2/28
3/5–4/30

Administer post-test make ups
Control Group incorporate PASS Method for 7th chords into the
remaining testing cycles for the semester

Table 2. Study Schedule.
Sight-singing skill is developed through both melodic and rhythmic exercises. The
Musicianship I and II courses are designed for students to "demonstrate the ability to sing at
sight melodic and rhythmic excerpts from a variety of music styles and literature and to sing
scale pitches using numbers and solfege syllables for accurate 'pitch-hearing' development."99
Students are assigned a set of melodies and rhythms each unit. These prepared exercises are
assessed through individual and partner evaluations each unit. Unprepared singing examples are
incorporated less frequently throughout the semester.
Students practice analyzing and notating rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic components of
music played either by the instructor or from a recording. The Musicianship I and II syllabi state
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that "the listening portion is designed to develop the skill of listening to music from a variety of
media sources in order to do 'take downs' of melody and harmony for use in diverse musical
settings."100 After the completion of the course, the student should be able to "transcribe basic
musical phrases and harmonic progressions through aural dictation."101 This is accomplished
through in-class dictation worksheets, homework assignments, and transcription check-ups. The
in-class dictation worksheets include practice in determining melodic contour, interval quality,
chord quality, and short rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictations. The instructor teaches this
content through the worksheets and students complete the worksheets during class as learning
exercises. This knowledge prepares the students for both the homework assignments and the
transcription check-ups. The homework assignments contain transcription questions from various
recordings. The transcription check-ups are in-class exercises presented without instruction to
assess the student's growing aural independence.
Ethical Concerns
Two primary ethical concerns were considered in conjunction with this study. The first
is the researcher's position as a Graduate Student Assistant in the School of Music Department of
Music Theory and History. This work places the researcher in a position of authority over the
students as this work includes the responsibilities to take attendance, grade course work, and
occasionally lecture in the classroom. To safeguard against the pressure of an authority
figure influencing participation, the professors of the class were not made aware of which
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students were participating, and as the researcher handled the data (pre-test and post-test and
survey), the students used a study-specific ID to keep the data anonymous to the researcher.
The second ethical concern was the possible restriction of students' educational
experience, particularly in the control group. The control group was not to receive instruction via
the PASS Method as is standard in the curriculum and with all other sections of the course. To
resolve this, professors were instructed to incorporate the PASS Method for seventh chords into
the remaining units for the course after the post-test was administered, allowing the control
students to receive the same instruction as their peers. This was integrated with ease, as more
than half of the semester remained at the conclusion of the study.
Questions and Hypothesis
In order to answer the research questions and test the hypothesis outlined in Chapter 1,
the researcher designed the study Harmonic Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training Courses.
The control and experimental groups with the pre-test and post-test allow for the researcher to
answer the primary research question regarding instructional method in recognition of seventh
chords. The demographic survey gathers information regarding participants' major and primary
instrument to answer the sub-questions.
Participants
Population
The population chosen for this study was students enrolled in second-semester freshman
ear-training (MUSC 108) at Liberty University. During the time-frame chosen for this study,
Spring Semester, 2019, the population consists of eight sections of the course. Two of these
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sections met Monday/Wednesday/Friday, and the remaining six sections met Tuesday/Thursday.
The number of students enrolled in MUSC 108 for Spring, 2019 was 137.102
Sample and Sample Size
Recruitment was narrowed to only the Tuesday/Thursday sections, both because this is
the typical schedule for the course and to create ease in designating control and experimental
groups. The six included sections were taught by three different professors, and each professor
taught two sections of the course. Each professor was assigned one section as part of the control
group and one section as part of the experimental group. The number of students enrolled in
Tuesday/Thursday sections was 102.103 The researcher recruited volunteers from among all 102
students by attending each course on the first day of class (Tuesday, January 15, 2019) and
giving a short presentation explaining the commitment involved with participating. The
researcher also passed out recruitment letters and consent forms which were collected at the end
of class. Fifty-seven students volunteered as participants. Copies of the recruitment letter and
consent form are found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
The students were informed that participation or nonparticipation would not affect their
grade in the course or academic standing. The professor of the course did not know whether or
not an individual student had chosen to participate in the study. Student participation was
confidential and also anonymous to the researcher. To ensure this, the researcher employed a
research assistant to designate study-specific identification numbers to each participant. The
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research assistant, a junior student-worker in the School of Music, created these identification
numbers and individually contacted each participant to provide their identification numbers. This
assistant is the only person with access to the key which links participant names with
identification numbers.
Instrumentation
Participant Survey
Participants completed a two-page survey answering questions about their demographics,
music education background, and music theory background. The complete survey can be found
in Appendix C. The participants answered questions regarding the following:
•

Age
Gender
Ethnicity
College major/minor
Primary/secondary instrument
Prior music education experiences
Preferred listening genres
Preferred performing genres
Musical goals
Background in music theory
Confidence/enjoyment of music theory and ear-training

Pre-Test and Post-Test
The study, entitled Harmonic Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training Courses, consisted
of a pre-test and post-test, each in two parts. Part I was fifteen individual seventh chords. These
chords, consisting of five different qualities with three representations each (major-minor, major,
minor, half-diminished, and fully diminished), were played in randomized order during the test.
Part II of the test was a 10-chord progression with one of each seventh chord quality featured in
the progression as seen in Figure 1. The pre-test and post-test were identical with the exception
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the ordering of the questions in part one. Copies of the pre-test and post-test are in Appendix D
and E, respectively. Figure 1 shows the progression and part-writing in Part II of the pre-test and
post-test.
Part II Voicing

Figure 1. Pre-Test and Post-Test Part II Progression and Voicing.
The tests were designed in digital audio workstation Logic Pro X, and midi clips were
then uploaded into a PowerPoint presentation.104 The test took around twelve minutes to
administer and was given by the researcher during class time while the professor was not in the
classroom. Each question in Part I was played twice, with about ten seconds of wait time
between each playing. The students had a visual reminder of which test question was occurring
through on-screen labels in the slide show. Part II was played three times with about 40 seconds
of wait time between each playing. Students were asked on both parts of the test to identify each
seventh chord quality. In Part II, students were instructed to only label seventh chord quality,
skipping any triads heard as well as providing no Roman Numeral or other key-related analysis.
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Procedures
From January 17–February 25 each professor taught the classes independently with the
expectation that they would treat their control groups and experimental groups differently only
regarding the PASS Method and seventh chord instruction. The researcher was not present in the
classroom during these weeks, but stayed in contact with the instructors to moderate any
potential variances to the instructional schedule. While each professor taught with his/her own
unique style and sequencing, they were each able to cover the appropriate units within the given
time frame in preparation for the post-test on February 26th.
Control Group Teaching Method: The Arpeggiated Method
The Arpeggiated Method is the term used for the purpose of this study to refer to the
traditional method of teaching harmonic dictation. This method emphasizes arpeggiating chords,
often with only a vertical focus on the harmonies. Chapter 1 contains a more detailed explanation
of the traditional method. Students in the control group received the same instruction as students
in the eperimental group, except in terms of seventh chord instruction. In this subject, those in
the control group were instructed to use the Arpeggiated Method to study seventh chords in
preparation for various dictation exercises in the course. Students practiced this method in and
out of class time. This varied by professor and is elaborated in the post-study interviews
transcribed below.
Experimental Group Teaching Method: PASS Method
The PASS Method for developing the ability to identify harmonic quality and function is
a four-step process which focuses on helping the student hear harmonies as units which move to
other units in predictable ways.105 The first step of PASS is "play." At the piano, the student will
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play the chord that is to be "PASS-ed." Then, the student will move to step two: "audiate." The
student may replay individual notes of the harmony but must then practice mentally hearing the
resolution of each pitch. After internally hearing the resolution, the student will move to step
three: "sing." The student will sing each voice-leading path on solfege or scale degree numbers.
Finally, to check their, work the student will "solve" by playing the chord and its resolution at
the piano.106
For example, the minor seventh chord commonly occurs in a diatonic subdominant
context as the two-chord of a 2-5-1 paradigm. To PASS this chord, the student will play, audiate,
sing, and solve the four voice-leading paths in this progression. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the
paths on solfege read (top to bottom) re-re-do, fa-fa-mi, la-sol-sol, do-ti-do.
Minor Seventh PASS

Figure 2. "PASS-ing" the Minor 7th Chord.
Students in the experimental group were asked to PASS a seventh chord during the sight-singing
evaluations for each unit. These evaluations occurred every two weeks. This was in preparation
for various dictation exercises in the course. Students practiced the PASS Method in and out of
class time.
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Professor Statements
The author conducted personal interviews with each of the professors involved in the
study.
Professor A
Professor A reported on how much class time was spent on instruction pertaining to the
project. For the control group, the instructor said, "The seventh chords were taught in the
dictations. . . an average of ten minutes per class."107 For the experimental group Professor A
explained:
I typically didn't take a lot of time on [PASS], because for PASS the system is very
similar each time. I basically just introduced the solfege for the new chord and just talked
about how [the new seventh chord] is working within the key and we would sing a couple
examples. Sometimes I would only do PASS one of the two teaching days [per unit]
because people seem to be catching on really quickly and there are other things that seem
to need more attention.108
Professor A also explained the Arpeggiated Method for the control group and emphasized that,
though the chords were taught through arpeggiating, the expectation was to identify the chord
when played harmonically (non-arpeggiated):
I diagrammed . . . the chords vertically. I actually would play the seventh chord as a
block chord and I would also arpeggiate it as well. I would play as a block chord twice
and the third time I would arpeggiate it. What I told them was to - as you're hearing the
block chord - to try to hear the arpeggiation in your head. And the last arpeggiation that I
did would confirm that.109
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Professor A presented seventh chords from "biggest to smallest," helping students
cognitively and visually understand the intervals in each chord quality. "I diagrammed it on the
board from a major seventh chord all the way to a fully diminished and showed how each one
got progressively smaller, for example hearing the major seventh versus the minor seventh
[interval]. . . thinking of these chords vertically."110 For both the experimental and control group
Professor A provided creative sound characteristics for each chord quality:
I also talked a little bit about the character for example the major seventh sounds light, or
the minor seventh sounds more dense. . . In the dominant seventh I think I mentioned
saying that it sounded like a barber shop quartet. I gave them some context without
talking horizontally, where that chord wants to go. I talked about each one as a separate
entity. . . With the class that was doing PASS I said you should be able to 'triangulate' an
answer based on where these chords want to go and also what it sounds like vertically.
The best skills come from being able to hear both.111
Professor A explained what outside preparation was encouraged for their control group:
Teoria.com [online resource for practicing aural skills]. I mentioned to [my students] that
getting used to the sounds of these chords is basically like getting to know car models by
looking at them. You've seen a lot of Corvettes so you don't have to read the back of it to
know it's a Corvette you've just seen enough Corvettes. So [it is with] hearing enough of
these chords at a place like Teoria where you can get lots of practice.112
The instructor clarified that the control group spent time singing arpeggios in-class to learn the
intervals for each chord, and for the experimental group, they tested on PASS each unit.
Professor B
Similarly, Professor B incorporated the visual in their teaching. However, their approach
quickly differed in that, even apart from the PASS Method, the instruction emphasized the need
for resolution:
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Over the years, I've discovered that the best way to approach this issue is visually. So the
first thing I do is just put [the seventh chords] on the board. But I like to teach them in
two groups. Since I'm dealing with them as stand-alone. We're not looking at them
necessarily in progressions yet, so the issue becomes hearing them in two different ways.
Everybody's going to be listening for the intervals and the way that they interact in the
seventh chord but if we're teaching them to listen to them as a whole, I like to group them
into those that need resolution immediately when you hear them and those that do not.113
Here, Professor B explained that, though the students should understand these chords vertically
through arpeggiated intervals, hearing them as a block chord and listening for the need for
resolution is their preferred method of instruction:
Because if we think about the major seventh chord and the minor seventh chord, those
ones just kind of stand alone, and the fully diminished, half diminished and the majorminor we can actually hear where they're going to resolve. So the first thing that I want
students to understand is that when you're listening to it is does this need resolution,
because we're always listening to the quality and the function. And then later on when we
have inversions we're listening for what's in the bass. So those are the three things that I
teach them: quality, function, what's in the bass. So then when they're in the situation
where they say "I've heard five seventh chords in a row on the test, what am I listening
for?" It's always good to have things to double check yourself.114
Professor B also elaborated on important cognitive distinctions to be made as students begin
studying seventh chords. Here Professor B explains how their instruction contrasts between the
major and the minor seventh chords, the two described as not immediately demanding resolution:
The major seventh chord is a little bit bizarre to people because we just got done learning
about triads, and it does not sound happy. And that has to be identified to everybody,
because the minor [seventh chord] is the one that sounds happy, because if you take out
the root, it is a major chord. And it does sound like the opening to Mario Kart. To me,
[the major seventh chord] always sounds like some sort of soap opera. So [like to say]
"It's a beautiful day, but it's raining in my heart!" It has that sort of attitude and the
students love that, they think that's really funny. But those two, unless you're really,
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really good at music theory you can't hear that need for the chord to resolve . . . without
context. But all the other ones, they need resolution.115
To distinguish between the remaining seventh chord qualities that do demand resolution,
Professor B posed a second question: "I say within the [seventh chords] that need resolution you
can ask yourself even further 'do all of the notes need to resolve, or just one?'"116 Professor B
describes the half-diminished seventh chord as wanting to resolve to a fully diminished seventh
or with only one note needing resolution. Finally, the major-minor and fully diminished are the
only two remaining chord qualities, and they may be more easily distinguished. Professor B
encourages students to double check their work by thinking vertically up the harmony after first
working through this resolution set of questions. To summarize these teaching steps:
Does it need resolution? Yes or No
No = Major seventh, minor seventh
Yes = All the notes or just one?
Just one = half diminished (wants to become fully diminished)
All = is it major-minor or diminished?
Double check work by thinking vertically.
The interviewer asked why Professor teaches the minor seventh as not needing resolution
(or as tonic function rather than subdominant as with the PASS Method). "[I teach that way] only
because there is no [tonal] context [for the chord] . . . You can't really hear a minor seventh as a
2-7 by itself."117 Professor B further explained the need for using this teaching approach: "I try to
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make it as simple as possible because the people who are really good at this don't need this
information. So mostly I'm teaching the part of the class that's [completely lost]."118
Professor B explained how their system of instruction developed out of personal struggles
with the content and out of conversations with various students over the years. Professor B
shared, "I have sat down and talked to a lot of kids who are good at this and I've talked to kids
who are not good at this and I say 'tell me what your experience is like' and this is sort of a
hybrid of all those things." And there have been noticeable improvements with these methods. "I
feel like people are actually learning [now]."119
Although some of Professor B's teaching practices do not align completely with the
PASS Method, Professor B acknowledges the benefits of Dr. Miller's curriculum and the PASS
Method in particular. Professor B cites noticeable improvement with the implementation of
Musicianship for the Christian Musician.120 "I remember when I first started teaching this class . .
. a person handed in a test and [instead of answering the questions] they had drawn a farm; it was
just impossible to do it. And then we have this new curriculum, and it seems to be—not easier—
but explanatory."121
Professor B views PASS as an excellent practice tool for harmonic dictation and
regularly tests their classes on PASS (testing every other unit on two units worth of material).
"People ask me all the time 'how do I practice seventh chords?' and I say 'let me show you
something really important called the PASS. Because it's important that everybody is [studying
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this] from all directions."122 Although Professor B is supportive of the method, they have noticed
students frequently do not take the initiative to learn PASS sufficiently. "I think people don't take
the PASS seriously, they just wing it and that's a mistake."123 Professor B suggested an increased
testing requirement for the PASS Method but was hesitant because many students are
intimidated by the piano playing component. "I wish that we could do a test that's just all PASS.
If we did a proficiency on all the PASS the students would see it as a piano playing test."124
Professor B ceded some improvement in this school year: "I will say, this year has been one of
the best ones for PASS."125
Professor C
Professor C described their teaching method for the control group:
The way I taught seventh chords was purely intervallic. Seventh chords are made up of
these intervals and this is what it sounds like when you arpeggiate them. And so when
you listen to them, these are the intervals you're listening for. I made them sing each
member in their head to they could recognize the intervals. I didn't talk at all about what
they resolve to.126
Professor C took particular care to teach the experimental group with a completely different
approach:
In the other class based on the PASS Method, I made them sing every single one. I didn't
talk about intervals at all because I wanted to do the complete opposite, so I went through
each one and what it lead to and in every single inversion as well. I made them sing each
one, but I did not talk about intervals at all. I did not even say the word. Every single time
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we got to the seventh chords in the dictation I stopped and went through our process of
PASS, or went through the interval [for the control]. 127
The interviewer asked if Professor C included any characterizations of the chord qualities
in their instruction:
I identified the cadential ones like the major-minor, I identified that as being cadential.
The major seventh chord, I called that the bossa nova chord. I said that the minor seventh
chord . . . sounded very consonant because of the perfect fifths. When it came to the fully
diminished seventh I always said that sounded evil.128
Professor C spent time teaching seventh chords on both teaching days per unit.
Data Analysis
The level of measurement used in this study is an Interval Measurement as recommended
for analyzing test score results.129 Such a measurement has "some arbitrary zero point and a unit
interval of constant size."130 As is applicable for interval measurements, the data from this study
will be analyzed through use of arithmetic mean, standard deviation, correlation ratio, and a t-test
to test for significance.131 The statistical principles governing this chapter are descriptive, as it is
the intent of the researcher to "describe and summarize relatively large amounts of data, thus
reducing the data to a few statistics that simplify interpretation."132 This study is designed to
determine statistical significance through a p-value of 0.05.133
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter reports on research in aural skills pedagogy with an emphasis on harmonic
dictation, audiation, voice-leading, and TSDT. This chapter is in two sections, the first of which
reports on existing research and curricula and how each of these topics have been previously
addressed. The second section provides data from the author's research project Harmonic
Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training Courses.
Section I: Research Findings
Limitations in Ear Training Instruction
Timbral Variety
There are many limitations within an ear-training course. A primary one is that of timbral
variety. Instructors often only have access to a piano and perhaps other recordings.
Consequently, students are often exposed to little real music during their eartraining coursework.134 This creates a disparity in the ability to recognize a chord progression
when played in closed voicing at a keyboard and the ability to recognize the same progression in
another timbre, such as an orchestral work.135 The piano has value in teaching beginning eartraining, but, because of its limitations, a successful ear-training curriculum will include much
more than just the piano. A problem that results from a limited scope of ear-training (such as a
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single timbre) is that students are unable to connect their aural training to required professional
skills due to the isolated nature of their training.136
Isolating Errors
Listening to and analyzing “real” music is imperative in the development of aural skills.
However, teachers cannot simply play excerpts—of any music—for their students, instruct them
to dictate what they hear (whether it be rhythm, melody, harmony or all three), and expect
learning to take place. A danger of ear-training is when teachers continually test students without
adequately identifying where their weaknesses lie and addressing each in turn.137 "Theory
teachers, too often, tend to overstress topics or questions that permit only clear-cut right or
wrong answers while avoiding those gray areas of ambiguity that can be so treacherous."138 This
model develops a specific set of information to recall and test through retrieval.139 It has definite
drawbacks as its form of assessment through retrieval limits real-world application.140 As it
pertains to ear-training, the weaknesses of this model are exacerbated:
While music dictation provides instructors with objective, right-or-wrong answers to
assess student dictation skills, it provides virtually no insight into why student responses
are incorrect or correct. For example, what specific skill deficiency is revealed by an
incorrect response in a melodic dictation exercise? Is it inadequate key orientation, poor
tonal memory, lack of a proper metric framework, inference of an incorrect harmony,
failure to consider harmonic implications at all, or a combination of factors? Since
dictation involves all of these skills, a wrong answer alone cannot pin point the
problem.141
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The goal of ear-training is to be able to recognize musical progressions, patterns, etc. in multiple
contexts. Therefore, simply memorizing a specific audio example, or any similar approach, will
drastically limit student understanding and application.
Fundamental Skills
Harmonic dictation is the most difficult area of ear-training to learn or to teach.142
Harmonic dictation requires the absorption and understanding of many notes at once, rather than
individual lines as in the other components of ear-training. However, harmonic understanding is
a crucial element in Western music competency.143 Gary Karpinski emphasizes the importance
of fundamental musical skills, which, though often overlooked in college curricula, are lacking in
many music students.144 Research has shown that repeated listening attempts in dictation
assignments were found to solidify whatever responses the students initially gave, regardless of
their accuracy.145 The study showed that “the first presentation is a powerful image that
influences the subsequent identifications,” demonstrating how proper thinking about dictation is
more important than increased practice.146 Edward Klonoski discussed dictation as consisting of
six sub-skills: subvocalization, meter identification, key context, harmony, tonal memory, and
extractive listening.147 These fundamental sub-skills are required to effectively complete
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traditional dictation exercises. Klonoski outlined methods of teaching these sub-skills and
cautioned against a curriculum which does not focus on developing sub-skills individually.
“Dictation’s effectiveness as a tool for developing listening skills varies considerably depending
on how dictation exercises are constructed and implemented.”148
Methods in Teaching Harmonic Dictation
Audiation
Teaching tools for developing audiation are infrequent in ear-training texts; however,
there are a few exercises throughout various curricula. Covington presents several techniques for
developing the inner ear. These include singing a song in the mind, mentally memorizing new
music phrase-by-phrase, and transposing melodies in the mind.149 Rogers discusses the need to
include silent singing with traditional sight-singing practices.150 The Lieberman text makes the
use of a fermata over a scale degree number, indicating the student to hold the pitch while
audiating tonic.151 Audiation practice frequently occurs with melodic and singing instruction; it
is less frequent to find audiation as part of harmonic dictation instructional tools.
Klonoski uses the term "subvocalization" to refer to silent singing as a non-disruptive
way to “sing” during listening exercises.152 While it is understandable that teachers prevent their
students from singing during listening and dictation tests, research has revealed a connection
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between the voice and listening skills. “Prohibiting students from singing during listening
exercises seriously compromises the inner ear's ability to function. Subvocalization provides a
solution.”153 Developing subvocalization skills requires exercises in singing a pitch and, without
de-engaging the vocal mechanism, reducing the volume of the pitch until it is completely silent.
The student should still be able to hear the pitch internally.154 This exercise, as well as the same
in reverse, develops the skill of subvocalization and will allow students to maintain this
connection between the voice and the ear without disrupting their classmates. Advanced EarTraining and Sight-Singing is one of the only texts to emphasize audiation in harmonic
dictation.155
Score Study
An oft-repeated teaching tip is the inclusion of "real music" in ear-training courses.
Florence Kallander laments how music students may drill melodic intervals or harmonic
progressions in their ear-training courses and yet “will not recognize the same when embellished
by Chopin[.]”156 She suggests score study for immersion in examples of excellent voiceleading.157 Studying real music with a focus on voice-leading creates an effective harmonic study
which will be transferable and long-lasting for the student. Kallander gave examples from
Beethoven’s Symphony no. 1 in C Major, demonstrating the succession of secondary dominant
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sevenths in the introduction, and discussed how analysis of the voice-leading in the progression
can greatly improve student understanding of the progression.158 Studying orchestral scores in
ear-training allows the student to identify harmonic progressions in a variety of timbres and
allows the student to observe techniques of voice-leading. An ability to hear individual voices
resolve throughout a chord progression is an invaluable tool for the musician. Score study also
allows students to gain a sense of harmonic rhythm as is appropriate in relation to a given
melody.159 Studying music in its real form as a part of ear-training will allow the student to build
lasting connections and hear musical patterns in a variety of settings outside the classroom.
Key Context
A foundational skill in the ability to aurally identify harmonic progressions is the ability
to identify and sing tonic after listening to a musical example.160 Without this basic ability,
students will have nowhere from which to identify other functions, such as subdominant or
dominant. Their ability to transcribe harmony is substantially reduced without this skill. Students
should be instructed to identify the tonic, as well as given tools with which to make this
deduction.161 This can be accomplished through several steps. Requiring students to sing (in
parts) simple harmonic progressions—such as I-V7-I—will engage their voices in ear-training,
which can be an effective approach. Additionally, the teacher should play or sing short melodic
patterns and then request the students sing the tonic in response. These patterns should increase
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in complexity and length, each time obscuring the tonic a bit further.162 Finally, the same
exercise can be done after listening to examples of real music. The textural complexity of real
music will strengthen the student’s ability to confidently identify the tonic of any musical
example. With this ability, students will be well-prepared to identify harmonic progressions.
Do/Ti Test
One step further than identifying tonic is classifying each harmony based on two distinct
scale degrees: one and seven. Here, the student classifies each harmony as a “do harmony” (tonic
and subdominant harmonies, generally) or a “ti harmony” (dominant harmonies).163 This tool has
limitations as it does not distinguish well between tonic and subdominant provinces. However,
this approach can be expanded to include more scale degrees, at which point a more complete
understanding of the harmony can be achieved. The Levin text includes this method as well as
Cynthia Gonzalez's website featuring popular music videos annotated with the do/ti method.164
Tonal Memory
Tonal memory is the ability to remember musical events and can be a challenge for
students to develop.165 However, it is very necessary to have this tonal memory when attempting
to listen critically and complete dictations. “Chunking” is a method of remembering more items
in a listening example.166 If a student is able to group notes together in meaningful, small chunks,
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they will then be able to remember a longer melodic line. Understanding melodies (phrase
structure, repetition, sequences, etc.) holistically allows students to better transcribe music.
TSDT
A general understanding of harmonic progression through TSDT greatly supports
harmonic dictation skill. A study at the University of Missouri suggested that “difficulty with
harmonic dictations stems more frequently from a lack of knowledge about paradigmatic tonal
progressions.”167 In the 2004–2005 study, music theory diagnostic exam scores (prior theory
knowledge) were the greatest predictor of success in ear-training courses the among many
(musical and nonmusical) examined.168 This supports the idea that a well-developed ear requires
contextualization of sounds within a theoretical framework. Some texts, such as the Lieberman,
include mini progressions in their harmonic singing exercises, such as arpeggiating IV-V
patterns (1-6-4, 2-7-5).169
Voice-leading
Karpinski notes that understanding voice-leading is beneficial in understanding harmonic
progressions and in developing advanced ear-training skills. "Listeners who learn to trace
strategic aspects of voice-leading not only find success in taking harmonic dictation but also
develop an approach to hearing that paves the way toward [more advanced concepts]."170 In his
discussion of voice-leading, Karpinski supports a combination of both horizontal (melodic) and
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vertical (harmonic) thinking. He suggests singing an individual voice along with a recording in
an effort to identify the voice-leading. "To a certain extent, attending to voice-leading must be an
active process for listeners . . . they must actively sing the voice they are following."171 Beyond
that, however, Karpinski most often refers to a vertical, interval-based approach for identifying
harmonies by teaching students to identify intervals above the bass and extrapolating the
harmony from there.172
If students are not being equipped to complete assessments in harmonic dictation,
instructors could develop new pedagogical practices to make this skill accessible to their students
without compromising the integrity of the course. That is to say, the expectations should not be
lowered, but the teaching approaches should be modified to help students meet expectations.
Professors desire that their students succeed, and when considering the long-standing challenges
presented by aural skills courses, a constant analysis of pedagogical practices is prudent. Though
often challenging, aural skills serve an invaluable role in music theory study. Ability to aurally
internalize ideas and patterns precedes ability to effectively perform the same on an
instrument.173 Much of musicianship and performance ability relies on a well-developed ear,
and so ear-training courses are standard requirements.
Time of Day
Several recent studies support the idea that students enrolled in early or mid-morning
classes may perform worse than their peers in identical late morning or afternoon courses.
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Williams and Shapiro report: "we find consistently negative effects associated with early
morning . . . classes. Students seem to learn better in the afternoon—times that are better aligned
with their circadian rhythms."174 Another recent study showed that students in early morning
classes had poorer attendance records than those late morning and afternoon classes.175 The study
showed a significant relationship between class attendance and student grades. The results of the
study showed that, in active learning classrooms (such as flipped classrooms), every student's
grades was impacted by the attendance records of their fellow classmates.176
Section II: Data Analysis
The research project Harmonic Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training
Courses, conducted by the author in January and February of 2019, produced the following
results.
Participant Demographics
From January 15–17, 2019, the researcher collected consent forms from 57 freshman
across six sections of MUSC 108 Musicianship II. Total enrollment in these sections was 103.
Over the course of the study, five participants dropped out; three participants dropped the course
and were unable to complete the study; two participants did not complete the study for
undeclared reasons. In the end, a total of 52 participants took the pre-test, post-test, and survey.
Of these 18 were male, 33 were female, and 1 did not give a gender. The age of the participants
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ranged from 18–23 years old, with 56% of the participants aged 19. 80% of the participants were
white. The participants' demographic information is demonstrated in Figures 3–5.

Participant Gender
Did not answer
2%
Male
35%

Female
63%

Male

Female

Did not answer

Figure 3. Study Participant Gender Distribution.

Participant Age
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0
18
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Figure 4. Study Participant Age Distribution.
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21-23

Did not answer

Participant Ethnicity
50
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44

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
3

5

4

0
White

Black

Asian/Pacific
Islander

2

2

Hispanic/Latin

Prefer not to
answer

Figure 5. Study Participant Ethnicity Distribution.

Participant Musical Background
Participants self-reported their musical backgrounds on the survey. 37% of the
participants were vocalists (Figure 6). 81% of participants were music majors (Figure 7). These
students were organized for purposes of this study based on the type of music degree they were
pursuing. Liberty University School of Music offers Bachelor of Music (BM) degrees, as well as
Bachelor of Science (BS) and Bachelor of Arts (BA) degrees. Within the offerings for Bachelor
of Music degrees, the School of Music is structured into two centers: The Center for Music and
Worship and The Center for Music Education and Performance. Participants have been grouped
according to their degree type and center for purposes of this study.
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Voice

Brass

Strings

Woodwinds

Piano

Figure 6. Study Participant Primary Instrument Distribution.

Participant Major
Undecided
2%

Did not answer
2%

BM
Performance/Music
Ed/World Cultures
19%

Non-music
15%

BM Commerical
Music/Worship
29%

BA/BS Music
33%

Figure 7. Study Participant Major Distribution.
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Guitar

Theory Background
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Theory
Lessons

High School AP Theory
Class

Figure 8. Study Participant Theory Background Distribution.

Participants self-reported their music theory background. 46% had no pre-collegiate
music theory experience, and the remaining participants had studied music theory through a
variety of different methods as shown in Figure 8. Participants also reported on their attitudes
toward music theory and musicianship courses. Figures 9–12 report on the participants'
confidence in MUSC 108 specifically, as well as their general enjoyment of musicianship and
their confidence and enjoyment of music theory. Participants reported their attitudes on a scale of
1–5, with 5 being the most confidence/enjoyment.
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MUSIC 108 Confidence
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Figure 9. Study Participant Self-Reported MUSC 108 Confidence.

Musicianship Enjoyment
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Figure 10. Study Participant Self-Reported Musicianship Enjoyment.
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Figure 11. Study Participant Self-Reported Music Theory Confidence.
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Figure 12. Study Participant Self-Reported Music Theory Enjoyment.
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16
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Control/Experimental Distribution
Due to the voluntary nature of this study and eventual participant dropout, the distribution
between each section and the control/experimental designation was somewhat uneven. The
control group (n=24) and experimental group (n=28) were distributed across six sections taught
by three professors, with each professor teaching one control and one experimental group. The
distribution of participants in each section can be seen in Figure 13.
Control/Experimental Distribution
30
25
20
13
15

12

10
5

3

11

6

7

Professor B

Professor C

0
Professor A

Control

Experimental

Figure 13. Control/Experimental Participant Distribution.
Pre-Test Data
Participants' pre-test scores are reported in Tables 3–5. Average scores for the pre-test
were 43% correct on Part I and 41% on Part II.
Part I
Part II
Table 3. Range of Pre-Test Scores.

1–15
0–8
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Number of Correct Answers

0–5
6–10
11–15
0–3
4–6
7–10
Table 4. Pre-Test Score Distribution.

Number of Student Responses Within Given
Range
Part I.
23
23
6
Part II.
20
21
11

Category

Number of Correct
Answers
Part I. Total
6.5
Part I. Major-minor
1.46
Part I. Major
1.17
Part I. minor
1.37
Part I. half-diminished
1.21
Part I. fully-diminished
1.29
Part II. Total
4.17
Part II. Triads
2.87
Part II. Seventh Chords
1.31
Part II. Major-minor
0.23
Part II. Major
0.44
Part II. minor
0.21
Part II. half-diminished
0.29
Part II. fully-diminished
0.13
Table 5. Pre-Test Average Scores

Number of Total
Questions
15
3
3
3
3
3
10
5
5
1
1
1
1
1

Percent Correct
43%
49%
39%
46%
40%
43%
41%
57%
26%
23%
44%
21%
29%
13%

Post-Test Data
Participants' post-test scores are reported in Tables 6–8. Average scores for the post-test
were 49% correct on Part I and 50% on Part II.
Part I
Part II
Table 6. Range of Post-Test Scores.

2–15
0–9
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Number of Correct Answers

0–5
6–10
11–15
0–3
4–6
7–10
Table 7. Post-Test Score Distribution.

Number of Student Responses Within Given
Range
Part I.
20
24
8
Part II.
9
29
14

Category

Number of Correct
Answers
Part I. Total
7.35
Part I. Major-minor
1.62
Part I. Major
1.71
Part I. minor
1.40
Part I. half-diminished
1.35
Part I. fully-diminished
1.21
Part II. Total
5.04
Part II. Triads
3.69
Part II. Seventh Chords
1.35
Part II. Major-minor
0.23
Part II. Major
0.44
Part II. minor
0.25
Part II. half-diminished
0.29
Part II. fully-diminished
0.13
Table 8. Post-Test Average Scores.

Number of Total
Questions
15
3
3
3
3
3
10
5
5
1
1
1
1
1

Percent Correct
49%
54%
57%
47%
45%
40%
50%
74%
27%
23%
44%
25%
29%
13%

Improvement Between Pre-Test and Post-Test
Table 9 provides the data on number of questions improved between the pre-test and
post-test and distinguishes between the control and experimental groups. The experimental
group—the group that studied the PASS Method—had greater improvement than the control as
shown in the average improvement statistics in Table 9.
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Number of Participants

Control
24

Experimental
28
Part I.

Mean
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation

0.26
-1
-4 to 6
3.05

1.43
0.5
-3 to 7
2.78
Part II.

Mean
0.52
Mode
1
Range
-6 to 4
Standard Deviation
2.09
Table 9. Control Verses Experimental Over-All Improvement Statistics.

1.21
2
-3 to 6
2.45

Significance Tests
While improvements may be observed through averages, further information may be
learned through significance tests. The results of this study have been analyzed through 2-sample
t-tests which produce p-values. Low p-values are associated with greater significance and a pvalue of less than 0.05 is considered statistically significant (conversely, a p-value above 0.95
represents a statistically significant rejection of the hypothesis). Each of the following p-values
demonstrate the extent to which the hypothesis that the experimental group (sample 1) performed
better than the control group (sample 2) is supported. The lower the number, the greater the
significance the experimental group's performance has in comparison to the control.

Total
Professor A
Professor B
Professor C
Morning Classes
Afternoon Classes
Table 10. Significance Tests.

Part I.
0.077
0.035
0.350
0.348
0.348
0.034
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Part II.
0.141
0.031
0.999
0.127
0.127
0.316

Table 10 shows that Professor A's students performed significantly better under the PASS
Method (experimental), as well as all students in afternoon classes on average. Professor B's
control group did significantly better on Part II than the experimental. Grouping by student major
and assessing control versus experimental groups showed that Bachelor of Music (BM)
Performance, Music Education, and World Cultures in the control group performed better than
the experimental, although without statistical significance.

BA/BS Music
BM Commercial Music, Worship
BM Performance, Music Ed, World Cultures
Non-Music, Undecided, No response
Table 11. Participant Major Significance Tests.

Part I
0.187
0.170
0.769
0.306

Part II
0.154
0.193
0.757
0.369

Participant performance varied by primary instrument as demonstrated in Table 12. A
note should be made regarding the woodwinds category. Only one participant was both a
woodwind primary and in the experimental group. As such, these numbers are only a projection.
Table 12 shows that, generally, instrumentalists responded better to the PASS Method, with
guitarists and pianists performing significantly better with this method. Vocalists performed
better without the PASS Method (although not significantly).
Part I
Voice
0.817
Brass
0.167
Strings
0.077
Woodwinds
~0.961
Piano
0.035
Guitar
0.017
Table 12. Participant Primary Instrument Significance Tests.

Part II
0.532
0.905
0.064
~0.308
0.160
0.562

Pre-collegiate theory experience was not significantly correlated to more improvement
between the pre-test and post-test when compared to those with no pre-college theory experience
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(Part I p = 0.375, Part II p = 0.560). Enrollment in the advanced music theory section did not
have any significant improvement between the pre-test and post-test in comparison to the rest of
the population.
The results comparing the control and experimental groups' performances on specific
chord quality were varied. Generally, those in the experimental group performed better than
those in the control group. The exceptions to this were the minor sevenths in Part I, the Majorminor sevenths in Part II, and the half-diminished sevenths in Part II. In these categories, the
control group performed better than the experimental. Statistically significant results were Part I
Major seventh chords in favor of the experimental group and Part II Major-minor seventh chords
in favor of the control group.
Part I
Major-minor
0.287
Major
0.019
minor
0.693
half-diminished
0.161
fully-diminished
0.238
Table 13. Quality of Seventh Chord Significance Tests

Part II
0.960
0.298
0.268
0.890
0.239

Participant Attitudes Significance Tests
In this section, the researcher analyzed the participants' self-reported attitudes regarding
confidence in and enjoyment of the subject matter. The 2-sample t-tests computed p-values based
on low scores of 1–3 (sample 1) and high scores of 3.5-5 (sample 2). Each of the following pvalues demonstrate the extent to which the hypothesis that participants with high scores
performed better than those with low scores is supported. Table 14 regarding confidence in
MUSC 108 shows that self-reported confidence was significantly correlated to improvement
only in Part I of the pre-test and post-test. In all other areas, high scores were correlated to
greater improvement, yet without p-values less than 0.05. This is shown in Tables 15–17.
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Number

Mean

Standard Deviation

0.355
2.286

2.727
3.099

1.226
2.125

0.429
2.901

Part I p = 0.020
1–3
3.5–5

31
14
Part II p= 0.847

1–3
31
3.5–5
14
Table 14. Confidence in MUSC 108 Statistics.
Number

Mean

Standard Deviation

0.381
1.458

2.801
3.050

0.857
1.083

2.104
2.653

Part I p = 0.113
1–3
3.5–5

21
24
Part II p= 0.378

1–3
21
3.5–5
24
Table 15. Enjoyment of Musicianship Statistics.

Number
Mean
Part I (p = 0.184)
1–3
28
0.643
3.5–5
17
1.471
Part II (p = 0.382)
1–3
28
0.893
3.5–5
17
1.118
Table 16. Confidence in Music Theory Statistics.

Standard Deviation

Number
Mean
Part I (p = 0.382)
1–3
22
0.818
3.5–5
23
1.087
Part II (p = 0.290)
1–3
22
0.773
3.5–5
23
1.174
Table 17. Enjoyment of Music Theory Statistics.

Standard Deviation
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2.585
3.502
2.601
2.058

3.002
2.968
2.202
2.588

Conclusion
Generally, the results of this study support the hypothesis that the PASS Method allows
for significantly better results than the traditional method. In answer to the sub-questions
regarding primary instrument and college major, results showed that the PASS Method was more
effective for instrumentalists and the traditional method was more effective for Center for Music
Education and Performance students.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Study
This study was designed to answer questions regarding instructional methods in seventh
chords. Existing literature and curricula were examined to determine existing methods in
harmonic instruction and the current challenges in the field of aural skills pedagogy. A six-week
quantitative study consisting of control and experimental groups, pre-test and post-tests, and a
demographic survey assessed participant improvement in seventh chord recognition. The two
methods assessed were the traditional, Arpeggiated Method (control group) and Dr. Gabriel
Miller's PASS Method (experimental group).
Summary of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to assess if the PASS Method was significantly more
effective than the Arpeggiated Method and for which students the PASS Method was most
effective. Factors assessed were primary instrument and college major. The results of the study
will inform Liberty University music faculty and other parties interested in ear-training curricula
development.
Summary of Findings and Prior Research
Prior research demonstrates pervasive challenges in harmonic dictation with the
traditional, Arpeggiated Method and suggests the need for development of sub-skills such as
audiation and understanding of voice-leading and harmonic progression. The PASS Method,
with its emphasis on audiation, voice-leading, and harmonic progression, produced better results
than the Arpeggiated Method in almost every area examined. Professor A's classes produced the
most significant contrast between the experimental and control groups with a p-value of 0.035
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for Part I and 0.031 for Part II (Table 10). Professor A also had the greatest number of
participants in each section, adding greater weight to the average improvement. Less significant
results such as those of Professor B and Professor C, when assessed individually, can be
accounted for by the low number of participants in each section (Figure 13).
The PASS Method was significantly more effective for guitarists and pianists, while
vocalists had somewhat better results with the Arpeggiated Method. According to Professor B,
students without instrumental skills may be hesitant to work within the PASS Method due to the
keyboard component.177 Further research could investigate better ways to reach vocalists; a
possible solution is to remove the keyboard component and replace it with a computer-based
program, similar to the work discussed by Howard and reviewed in Chapter 2.178 Ideally, each
music student will develop keyboard skills and will be required to do so in many music
programs; however, keyboard skills may develop at different rates and should serve as a barrier
to ear-training. Assessing students by college major did not reveal any significant results;
primary instrument was a better indicator of success throughout the study. In summary, the
PASS Method was an effective teaching tool for seventh chords, and the results of this study
support the original hypothesis.
Limitations
This study was limited to measures of achievement in harmonic dictation for students
enrolled in MUSC 108 Musicianship II (ear-training) at Liberty University Spring 2019. The
study did not evaluate other components of the course or its co-requisite MUSC 106 Harmonic
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“Professor B,” Post-Study Follow Up Interview.
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Howard, Holland, and Whitelock, “Sound Investments. Patricia Howard Reviews the Uses of Computers
in Harmony Teaching, plus a Round-up of Educational Materials.”
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Practices II (written theory). The measure of achievement was only evaluated through a studyspecific listening test, which was used to pre-test and post-test the participants. This study did
not assess the long-term impacts of these instructional tools. Due to limited participants, the
study was limited in its assessment between instrumentalists of different families.
Recommendations for Future Study
Considering the direct correlation between number of participants in each professor's
section and the relative significance of the PASS Method for that professor's sections, the results
of this study indicate that the PASS Method is an effective learning tool. The results also suggest
that, if this study were to be repeated with a larger number of participants, the relative
effectiveness of the PASS Method would become clearer. Future studies could be modified to
include a computer component for the PASS Method, assessing if this change makes the method
more accessible to non-keyboardists. If students were able to complete the final step of PASS
(solve) by listening on a computer, rather than performing the resolution themselves, this method
would become easier to use and could possibly lead to more significant benefits for students.
A computerized version of the PASS Method could offer a variety of timbres with which
to study these harmonies and their resolutions. Studying examples with timbral variety gives
students a broader education and allows them to study harmony as it sounds on their primary
instrument. Making this change in future studies could potentially lead to increased success for
students of varying instrumental backgrounds. The pre-test and post-test could also be modified
and offered to participants in the timbre of their primary instruments through use of a computerbased program.
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Conclusion
This study has demonstrated that primary instrument has a noticeable impact on how
musicians develop harmonic understanding. This could be due to issues of timbre or physical
limitations in keyboard skills. Nonetheless, audiating and vocalizing voice-leading in seventh
chords through the PASS Method has, on average, a positive impact in developing harmonic
recognition in freshman ear-training students.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Letter
January 15, 2019
Dear MUSC 108 Student,
As a graduate student in the School of Music at Liberty University, I am conducting research as
part of the requirements for an MA in Music Education degree. The purpose of my research is to
examine different pedagogical practices in teaching harmonic recognition to students like you
and I am inviting you to participate in my study.
Several sections of this course are included in this study. Each section will be studying the
material through a different method. These methods are drawn from various aural skills curricula
currently in use. This project will run for approximately six weeks. After this time, the other
learning methods will be introduced to you so that you will not have limitations placed on your
educational experience.
You are eligible to participate in this study if you are willing, are 18 years of age or older, and
remain enrolled in this course.
It should take approximately one hour (during class) for you to complete the additional
procedures needed for the study. You will be asked to complete a short demographic survey and
the pre-test and post-test administered in class. The pre-test will take place this week and the post
test will be administered in approximately six weeks.
Your name will be requested as part of your participation, but the information will remain
confidential. Your choice to participate or not participate in the study will NOT be disclosed to
your professor and will not impact your academic standing.
I will know the identities of all participants as I will have access to the consent forms, but your
identity will be linked to the data through use of a code. I as the researcher will not have access to
the code key. This means that all of the data collected will not be linked to your name, nor will
your identity be included in any publications resulting from this research.
To participate flip to the attached consent document, read and complete the document and
return to the researcher. The consent document contains additional information about my
research, please sign the consent document and return it to me by the end of the class period
today.
Sincerely,
Caroline Dunmire
Graduate Student Assistant - Music Theory
School of Music
Liberty University | Training Champions for Christ since 1971
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Appendix B: Consent Form
CONSENT FORM
Harmonic Recognition in Freshman Ear-Training Courses
Caroline Dunmire
Liberty University, School of Music
You are invited to be in a research study on differing pedagogical practices in harmonic
dictation. You were selected as a possible participant because of your enrollment in MUSC 108
for the Spring 2019 semester and you are 18 years of age or older. Please read this form and ask
any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
Caroline Dunmire, a graduate student in the Master of Arts in Music Education program at
Liberty University School of Music, is conducting this study.
Background Information: The purpose of this study is to compare different teaching practices
in harmonic dictation through the units on seventh chords in this class. The results of this study
will contribute to curriculum development in the School of Music and will contribute to the field
of music theory pedagogy. Several course sections will be included in this study.
Procedures: If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things:
1. Musical background and demographic survey. You will complete a short survey
providing demographic information and answering questions about your past musical
experiences.
2. Pre-test. A 16-question pre-test will be administered in the first week of this course. The
test will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
3. Post-test. A 16-question post-test will be administered approximately six weeks later. The
test will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
Risks: The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you
would encounter in everyday life.
Benefits: Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Benefits to society include advancement in the field of music education regarding harmonic
dictation in freshman aural skills courses.
Compensation: Participants will not be compensated for participating in this study.
Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might
publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify a subject.
Research records will be stored securely, and only those directly involved in this study (myself,
the chair, the reader, the department chair) will have access to the records. I may share the data I
collect from you for use in future research studies or with other researchers; if I share the data
that I collect about you, I will remove any information that could identify you, if applicable,
before I share the data.
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•

•

Participants will be assigned a study-specific identification number to ensure
confidentiality. I will have a research assistant create codes and maintain a linking list to
ensure the data responses are anonymous to me.
Data will be stored on a password locked computer and may be used in future
presentations.

Conflicts of Interest Disclosure: The researcher serves as a Graduate Student Assistant (GSA)
at Liberty University School of Music. To limit potential conflicts a research assistant will
ensure that all data is stripped of identifiers before the researcher receives it. This disclosure is
made so that you can decide if this relationship will affect your willingness to participate in this
study. No action will be taken against an individual based on his or her decision to participate in
this study.
Voluntary Nature of the Study: Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether
or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Liberty University. If you
decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without
affecting those relationships.
How to Withdraw from the Study: If you choose to withdraw from the study, please contact
the researcher at the email address/phone number included in the next paragraph. Should you
choose to withdraw, data collected from you, will be destroyed immediately and will not be
included in this study.
Contacts and Questions: The researcher conducting this study is Caroline Dunmire. You may
ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact her
at cedunmire@liberty.edu. You may also contact the researcher’s faculty chair, Dr. Gabriel
Miller, at jgmiller1@liberty.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Please notify the researcher if you would like a copy of this information for your records.
Statement of Consent: I have read and understood the above information. I have asked
questions and have received answers. I consent to participate in the study.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant Date
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Investigator Date
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Appendix C: Demographic Survey
Research participant identification number: _________________
(Do not put your name or your Liberty University student ID number)
Demographic Information:
How old are you? ___________
What is your gender? ____________
What is your ethnicity?
o Black or African-American
o Native American
o Hispanic or Latino
o Prefer not to answer
o White
o Other, please specify: __________
o Asian or Pacific Islander
What is your major/minor? _______________________________________________________
Music Education Background:
Please identify which instruments you play, proficiency on each instrument (beginner, intermediate,
advanced), and the number of years you have studied the instrument. Describe your formal and
informal music education on each instrument listed (list years experience with each). Example: Violin,
intermediate, 4.5 yrs studied
Self-taught n/a
Group in-school instruction/ensembles 2 yrs, middle school orchestra
Private lessons 3 years
Other ensembles: (choir, band, orchestra, worship team, chamber group, etc.) please specify 1 yr chamber
group (string quartet), 2 years church worship team
Other music instruction (specify): n/a
Instrument #1: ______________________________________________________________
Self-taught __________________________________________________________________
Group in-school instruction/ensembles ___________________________________________
Private lessons _______________________________________________________________
Other ensembles: (choir, band, orchestra, worship team, chamber group, etc.) please specify
_________________________________________________________________________
Other music instruction (specify): ________________________________________
Instrument #2 (if applicable): __________________________________________________
Self-taught __________________________________________________________________
Group in-school instruction/ensembles ___________________________________________
Private lessons _______________________________________________________________
Other ensembles: (choir, band, orchestra, worship team, chamber group, etc.) please specify
_________________________________________________________________________
Other music instruction (specify): ________________________________________
Instrument #3 (if applicable): __________________________________________________
Self-taught __________________________________________________________________
Group in-school instruction/ensembles ___________________________________________
Private lessons _______________________________________________________________
Other ensembles: (choir, band, orchestra, worship team, chamber group, etc.) please specify
_________________________________________________________________________
Other music instruction (specify): ________________________________________
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Circle styles/genres of music you frequently listen to:
• Alternative
•
Hip Hop /
•
Blues
Rap
•
Classical
•
Indie Pop
•
Country
•
Inspiration
•
Dance
al
Music
•
Asian Pop
•
Electronic
•
Jazz

•
•
•
•
•
•

Latin
Music
New Age
Opera
Pop
R&B /
Soul
Reggae

•
•
•
•
•

Rock
Indie
World
Music
Worship
music
Other

List styles/genres of music you feel comfortable performing:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Briefly describe why your pre-collegiate music education led you to study music at the collegiate
level._____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Briefly describe how you plan to use music in the future (musical/career goals).
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Music Theory Background:
List and describe all previous, non-Liberty University music theory study (high school courses, theory
exams/competitions, courses at other universities).
o _______________________________________________________________________
o _______________________________________________________________________
o _______________________________________________________________________
o _______________________________________________________________________
List all music theory and musicianship courses you have taken AND are currently enrolled in at
Liberty University (course, semester, and professor).
Example: MUSC 107 (Musicianship I), Fall 2018, Dr. Miller
MUSC 106 (Theory II), Spring 2018, Professor Feldman
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Is this the first time you have taken MUSC 108? yes/no (If no, please include this information in list
above.)
Identify your level of confidence in MUSC 108 on a scale of 1-5 (5 most confident) _______
Identify your level enjoyment of musicianship class on a scale of 1-5 (5 most enjoyment) _____
Identify your level of confidence in MUSIC THEORY on a scale of 1-5 (5 most confident) _____
Identify your level enjoyment of MUSIC THEORY on a scale of 1-5 (5 most enjoyment) ______
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Appendix D: Pre-Test

Pre-Test

I. The researcher will play recordings 15 7th chords. Each chord will be played twice.
Listen and identify each 7th chord as Major (M), Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished
(ø), or fully diminished (º7).
1. _______

2. _______

3. _______

4. _______

5. _______

6. _______

7. _______

8. _______

9. _______

10. _______

13. _______

14. _______

15. _______

11. _______ 12. _______

II. Listen to the following progression. In each blank below label each 7th chord as Major (M),
Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished (ø), or fully diminished (º7), if the harmony is a
triad, leave the blank empty.
_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

III. Research participant identification number: _________________
(Do not put your name or your Liberty University student ID number)

Pre-Test Answer Key
I. The researcher will play recordings 15 7th chords. Each chord will be played twice.
Listen and identify each 7th chord as Major (M), Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished
(ø), or fully diminished (º7).
1. Major-minor

2. half-diminished

3. minor

4. Major

5. fully diminished

6. fully diminished

7. Major-minor

8. minor

9. Major

10. half diminished

11. Major-minor

12. half diminished

13. fully diminished

14. Major

15. minor

II. Listen to the following progression. In each blank below label each 7th chord as Major (M),
Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished (ø), or fully diminished (º7), if the harmony is a
triad, leave the blank empty.
____

º

____

____

m7

Mm7

____
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Ø7

_____

M7

Appendix E: Post-Test

Post-Test
I. The researcher will play recordings 15 7th chords. Each chord will be played twice.
Listen and identify each 7th chord as Major (M), Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished
(ø), or fully diminished (º7).
1. _______

2. _______

3. _______

4. _______

5. _______

6. _______

7. _______

8. _______

9. _______

10. _______

13. _______

14. _______

15. _______

11. _______ 12. _______

II. Listen to the following progression. In each blank below label each 7th chord as Major (M),
Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished (ø), or fully diminished (º7), if the harmony is a
triad, leave the blank empty.
_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

III. Research participant identification number: _________________
(Do not put your name or your Liberty University student ID number)

Post-Test Answer Key
I. The researcher will play recordings 15 7th chords. Each chord will be played twice.
Listen and identify each 7th chord as Major (M), Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished
(ø), or fully diminished (º7).
1. fully diminished
6. minor

2. minor

3. Major-minor

7. fully diminished

11. fully diminished

8. Major

12. Major-minor

4. half diminished

9. Major-minor

13. half diminished

5. Major

10. half diminished

14. minor

15. Major

II. Listen to the following progression. In each blank below label each 7th chord as Major (M),
Major-minor (Mm), minor (m), half diminished (ø), or fully diminished (º7), if the harmony is a
triad, leave the blank empty.
____

º

____

____

m7

Mm7

____
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Ø7

_____

M7

Appendix F: PASS Exercises
Taken from Musicianship for the Christian Musician the following are the PASS
exercises for each seventh chord included in the study Harmonic Recognition in Freshman EarTraining Courses. Students are taught to audiate, sing, and play the following voice-leading
paths in order to practice common tonal resolutions of each chord quality.

Half diminished

Major-minor
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Minor

Major

Fully Diminished
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